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 Enterprise Edition Compliance Services 
 

 
Approval 
 
Approver(s) of the EQP are approving: 
 

1. This Agilent standard hardware OQ and its fixed selection of recommended tests, set points and limits. 

2. The use of Agilent Compliance Engine (ACE) and delivery of qualification reports in pdf on CD disk.
 3. The use of recommended delivery tools (digital thermometers, flow meters, analog-to-digital 

converters etc.) when valid calibration certificates are included in the qualification reports. 

4.    Delivery of Agilent standard hardware IQ and standard software IQ & OQ when purchased with this OQ. 
       Separate EQP approval of the standard hardware IQ and software IQ & OQ is not required. 

Review and approval signatures may be kept separately as paper records or electronic approval using 
Acrobat digital signature technology or electronic document management systems can be used. 

Space is provided below for Acrobat digital signatures or ‘hybrid’ paper/electronic record signatures made 
directly onto a printed paper copy of this electronic document.  
Ink signatures will not appear in the original electronic record of this EQP.  
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Contents of this Equipment Qualification Plan (EQP) 
 
Click on the title to navigate to the starting page of the section 
 
 

Approvals Page 
 

OQ Test Design and Rationale 
 
Test Specification Overview 
 
List of Tests and Limits Run in the Standard OQ 
 
Active Form Showing All Selectable Settings for OQ 
 

Standard Report Definition for IQ & OQ Reports 
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OQ Test Design and Rationale for GC and GCMS Systems 
 
The OQ test design incorporates both ‘modular’ and ‘holistic’ testing which is a proven and regulatory 
acceptable approach.  
 
Direct metrology is used to test the inlet integrity (pressure decay and pressure accuracy), detector flow 
accuracy and temperature accuracy of the GC (oven, inlet/detector) and headspace heated zones.  
 
‘Holistic’ chemical testing is used for the evaluation of the following critical instrument characteristics: 
precision, signal-to-noise; carry-over.  
 
Certified Reference standards and calibrated traceable thermometers & manometers are used.  
 
The following OQ tests are performed as appropriate for the GC configurations covered by the service2. 
 
Tests marked as ‘core’ are included as default in the OQ service product. Additional tests are also 
available in expanded OQ. These are orderable as extra service items at point of new instrument sale or 
under annual service agreement contracts.  
 
Tests for GC Systems (non-MSD) 

1. System Inspection and Basic Safety and Operation [core GC OQ test]: 

Rationale: System must be in safe & operational condition before starting the OQ tests.  

Procedure: A general inspection of the instrument and challenge of a number of the basic safety features of 
the instrument to ensure proper operation. 

2. GC Oven Temperature Accuracy and Stability [core GC OQ test]: 

Rationale: Oven temperature accuracy is important for comparability between systems and transferring 
methods. Oven temperature stability is critical for qualitative and quantitative analysis.  

Procedure: At two different temperatures the accuracy is measured using an external calibrated 
thermometer. At one of these, 5 readings are taken at least 4 minutes apart to calculate the oven stability. 
Accuracy is determined as the difference between found value and set point value. 

3. Headspace Heated Zones Temperature Accuracy [core GC OQ test if Headspace sampler is integral part of 
system]: 

Rationale: Temperature accuracy of the heated zones is important for comparability between systems and 
transferring methods. Oven accuracy is critical to quantitative headspace methods. 

Procedure: The temperature is measured using an external calibrated thermometer with appropriate probe 
design. Accuracy is determined as the difference between found value and set point value. 
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4. Inlet Pressure Decay [core GC OQ test]: 

Rationale: Pressure integrity of the inlet is critical for repeatable injection & retention times. The pressure 
decay and pressure accuracy tests combine to demonstrate pressure integrity. 

Procedure: The inlet is capped, a pressure is applied and the inlet flow is turned off. The pressure decay is 
recorded over a specified time range. 

5. Inlet Pressure Accuracy [core GC OQ test]: 

Rationale: Pressure integrity of the inlet is critical for repeatable injection & retention times. The pressure 
decay and pressure accuracy tests combine to demonstrate pressure integrity. This test checks for accurate 
pressure to the head of the column. Column flow is achieved by maintaining a constant pressure against a 
known restriction.  Because the restriction is a function of the column geometry, measuring pressure in the 
inlet is the most accurate way to determine flow. 

Procedure: The inlet is capped, a pressure is applied and the inlet pressure is recorded using an external 
calibrated manometer connected to the inlet. 

6. Signal to Noise [core GC OQ test]: 

Rationale: Sensitivity of GC detection is a critical performance feature in quantitative and qualitative analysis. 
A Signal-to-noise value of a representative compound at known concentration provides sensitivity statistics.  
 
Procedure: A traceable standard is injected and signal to noise is calculated.  

7. Injection Precision [core GC OQ test]: 

Rationale: System precision is critical for quantitative analysis.  

Procedure: An initial stabilizing injection followed by six repeat injections of a traceable standard, followed by 
a final blank injection is made. The %RSD of the six injections is calculated to provide precision statistics. 
There are separate dedicated instrument parameters and reference standards applicable to each 
inlet/detector combination. This test is performed with liquid and headspace sampler configurations. 

8. Carry Over (core OQ test for headspace but optional extra fee test for liquid samplers): 

Rationale: Low carry-over from a previous injection is critical for accuracy of quantitative and reliability of 
qualitative analysis. For headspace samplers the engineering condition contributes to carry-over 
performance, therefore this is a core OQ test for these samplers.  
 
For liquid samplers, carry-over performance is contingent on many variable factors independent of the 
engineering condition of the GC system.  
Many different syringe wash programs are available that can eliminate carry-over. These are user-selectable 
and may be application specific.  
 
The condition of the injection syringe is the only controllable engineering factor. The injection syringe is 
typically replaced for new during PM before OQ. Therefore the carry-over test for liquid samplers is offered 
only as an optional extra fee test in a customer-configured EQP. 

Procedure: The blank injection after the six repeat injections of the precision test is evaluated for carry-over 
and the result expressed as a percentage. 
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9. FID Response Linearity (additional extra fee test) 

Rationale: Response linearity is critical for quantitative analysis. Response linearity is often demonstrated in 
users’ applications & analytical methods typically using multi-level calibration standards and internal 
standards. Hence this is an optional extra fee OQ test.  
The FID response linearity test uses a certified chemical reference test mix that is validated to be 
challenging and representative of many applications. 
 
Procedure: The response linearity test is executed using a single injection from a standard containing a 
number of n-alkanes with increasing concentrations. Response linearity can be calculated with just one 
injection of a standard for the following reasons. 

 The difference in length of the n-alkanes (boiling-point increases) separates these components on the 
column.  

 The increasing concentration gives an increasing detector response.  

 GC theory states (and experiment confirms) the response factors for these compounds are the same 
(within very small variance). Therefore a single injection of this multi-component /multi-level 
concentration sample can be used to calculate the response linearity of the detector. 

 The single injection test design eliminates the contribution of injector precision to the linearity statistics 
evaluation. 

10. GC Heated Zones Temperature Accuracy (additional extra fee test): 

Rationale:  

The precise temperature of the heated zones is not critical to quantitative or qualitative analysis. When the 
inlet zones are hot enough to vaporize but not so hot as to thermally decompose sample this is adequate. 
When the detector zones are hot enough to evaporate sample and prevent condensation this is adequate.  

Temperature accuracy of the heated zones may be important for comparability between systems and 
transferring methods. Therefore this is an optional test.  
 
Procedure:  
 
This test demonstrates that the inlet and detector show an accurate temperature using proprietary novel 
design to overcome the inherent difficulties in gaining accurate and meaningful readings.  
The temperature is measured using an external thermometer. The probe is inserted as if it is a column, with 
a pre-defined length above the column nut to get consistent measurements between different instruments. 
 
 
Note: Due to the possible risk of radio active contamination, Electron Capture Detectors are excluded for 

this service. 
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Additional Tests for GC systems with MSD 

1. Log Amplifier: 

Rationale: A linear output detector is critical for quantitative analysis. The Log Amplifier amplifies the output 
of the detector in proportional to the logarithm of the input current. 

Procedure: This procedure determines the performance of the MSD system log amplifier. If verifies 
operation of the log amplifier and functionality of the main board, Instrument control card and the 
ChemStation. 

2. RFPA: 

Rationale: The GC MS detector requires functioning radio frequency power amplification to ensure ion 
selection. This test verifies the stability of the optimized voltage by applying a combined direct current (DC) 
and radio frequency (RF) signal to two pairs of four hyperbolic surfaces. The magnitude of the RF voltage 
determines the mass-to-charge ratio of the ions that pass through the mass filter and reach the detector. 

Procedure: The RFPA voltage is first minimized. After this, the RFPA voltage is ramped for a specified time 
frame at a high mass and the voltage drift is calculated. 

3. Tune: 

Rationale: Calibration of mass range is critical in qualitative mass spectrometry.  

Procedure: [Agilent MS only]   

The built in Agilent auto tune feature is performed. The masses used for the test are 69, 209 and 512 rough 
rounded numbers. This determines the proper calibration of the MSD as well as ensuring masses are 
correctly reported across the entire mass range of the instrument.  

4. Signal to Noise: 

Rationale: Sensitivity of MS detection is a critical performance feature in quantitative and qualitative analysis. 
A Signal-to-noise value of a representative compound at known concentration provides sensitivity statistics.  
Procedure: A traceable standard is injected and signal to noise is calculated.  

5. Injection Precision: 

Rationale: System precision is critical for accuracy of quantitation. Both auto sampler performance and MS 
ionization contribute to GCMS system precision.  

Procedure: An initial stabilizing injection followed by six repeat injections of a traceable standard, followed by 
a final blank injection is made. The %RSD of the six injections is calculated to provide precision statistics. 

6. Mass Ratio Precision: 

Rationale: Constant ionization is critical for accuracy of quantitation.  

Procedure: Data for this test is collected during the injection precision test. From each run, two masses are 
extracted from the Total Ion Chromatogram (TIC) and the ratio calculated. The %RSD of the six injections is 
calculated to provide mass ratio precision. 

7. High Mass Tune (EI): 

Rationale: Calibration of mass range is critical in qualitative mass spectrometry.  

Procedure: [Agilent MS only]   

This procedure uses a traceable checkout standard to determine the operation of the mass selective 
detector in the high-mass range. Based on the result from the run, the tune parameters are updated to get 
optimum performance in the high-mass range. 
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Test Specification Overview 
 
In this section each available test type for GC and GCMS systems in Agilent Compliance Engine 
(ACE) is listed. A number of the tests can be run on multiple detector & inlet configurations. In these 
cases the test acceptance limits can vary for different configurations. These are noted in the 
Configuration-Specific Limits section for each test description. 
Those marked “Not run” are available as optional extra tests outside the standard OQ protocol. 
 
After this annotated list is a copy of the real Test Specification document used in ACE. This 
allows reviewer to see all the menu choices for each possible channel configuration. 
 
Automated Selection of the Correct Tests for Multiple Channel Configurations 
 
A channel is the triplet combination of injector type / inlet type / detector type. The possibility of 
multiple channels with multiple detectors and samplers and inlets forces a large matrix of GC 
qualification tests and specifications.  
 
All the main Agilent configurations are covered in Enterprise Edition with ACE release A.1.50 and 
the software automates the selection of the appropriate tests, set points & limits. The test 
specification for each channel is programmed according to the configuration details entered by 
the operator at time of delivery into the Instrument Details Section of the ACE software. 
 
An example screen-shot of the Instrument Details Section below shows some of the possible 
configuration selections that are possible for each field. 
 
 

 
 
In a Standard Delivery the operator selects the precise configuration of the installed GC or GCMS 
and the ACE software then schedules all the correct tests and set points and limits documented 
in this EQP.  ACE ensures Agilent’s recommended set points and limits are correctly applied to all 
possible configurations of the Agilent GC or GCMS installed. 
 

In this way, customers can be assured that approval of this Global EQP is a single 
approval for all the GC and GCMS configurations in scope of the EQP. 
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List of Tests and Limits Run in the Standard OQ  
 
 
 
 

 

Configuration-Specific Limits 

Not applicable 
 

 
 

Configuration-Specific Limits 

None 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

7694 
Accuracy, Zone 1: 6°C 
Accuracy, Zone 2: Not applicable 
 
G1888 
Accuracy, Zone 1: 4°C 
Accuracy, Zone 2: 4°C 
 
CTC PAL 
Accuracy, Zone 1: 2°C 
Accuracy, Zone 2: 2°C  

 
Notes 
 
Zone 2 can be selected to test Sample Loop (as in Agilent HSS) or Syringe Heater (as in CTC 
CombiPAL) or set to Not applicable. Not applicable setting cannot be selected for Zone 2 
Temperature limits if a zone is selected. If Not applicable is selected for the Zone 2 any limit 
values are ignored. 
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Configuration-Specific Limits  

Not applicable 
 
Notes 
 
If a headspace sampler using a sample loop is part of the flow path, the inlet pressure decay test 
is executed in both positions of the sampling valve. 
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Configuration-Specific Limits  

Not applicable 
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Configuration-Specific Limits  

Accuracy: 10% of setpoint or 0.5 ml/minute, whichever is greater. (An accuracy of < 0.5 
ml/minute is not feasible.) 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

FID, 68xx/78xx  FPD (new style), 68xx/78xx 
Initial Signal: ≤ 25 pA Initial Signal (S):  ≤ 70 DU (1DU=150 pA) 
Noise: 0.1 pA  Initial Signal (P):  ≤ 80 DU 
Drift: 2.5 pA/hour Noise:  5.00 DU 
  Drift:  5.00 DU/hour 
TCD, 68xx/78xx    
Initial Signal: ≤ 35 DU (1DU = 25 µV)  
Noise: 0.15 DU    
Drift: 2.2 DU/hour   
NPD, 68xx/78xx  FID, 5890, using analog output 
Initial Signal: 30-50 DU (1DU=1pA) Initial Signal: ≤ 25 pA 
Noise: 0.15 DU Noise: 0.1 pA 
Drift: 3.50 DU/hour Drift: 2.5 pA/hour 
ECD, 68xx/78xx  TCD, 5890, using analog output 
Initial Signal:  ≤ 70 DU (1DU = 5Hz) Initial Signal: ≤ 35 DU 
Noise:  0.15 DU Noise: 0.15 DU 
Drift:  1.00 DU/hour Drift: 2.2 DU/hour 
µECD, 68xx/78xx    
Initial Signal:  ≤ 400 DU (1DU = 1Hz)   
Noise:  3.00 DU   
Drift:  15.00 DU/hour   
FID, 5890, using ChemStation TCD, 5890, using ChemStation 
Initial Signal:  ≤ 25 pA Initial Signal:  ≤ 35 DU 
Noise: 26.3 counts Noise:  39.5 DU 
Drift: 658 counts/hour Drift: 579 DU/hour 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

ALS/SS/FID  
Signal to Noise: 300000/240000 
  
HS/SS/FID  
Signal to Noise:  5000/4000 
  
HS/VI/FID  
Signal to Noise:  4000/3200 
  
Non-SS/FID, using 18710-60170 
Signal to Noise:  800/600 
  
Non-SS/FID, using 5188-5372 
Signal to Noise:  300/240 
  
SS/TCD  
Signal to Noise:  5000 
  
Non-SS/TCD  
Signal to Noise: 100 
NPD  
Signal to Noise: 300 
µECD  
Signal to Noise: 1500 
FPD (new style)  
Signal to Noise (S):  700 
Signal to Noise (P): 1000 

MSD – EI 
5973A: 10 
5973N: 20 
5973Inert: 60 
5975A: 100 
5975B: 80 (diffusion pump) 
5975B: 175 (turbo pump) 
5975C: 100 (diffusion pump - He) 
5975C: 50 (diffusion pump - H2) 
5975C: 200 (turbo pump - He) 
5975C: 100 (turbo pump - H2) 
 
 
Notes 
 
The response for FID with nitrogen as 
makeup gas is higher than with helium as 
makeup. Therefore, different limits apply to 
each type of makeup gas. 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

Retention Time RSD:  1% 
Area RSD (non MSD): 3% 
Area RSD (MSD):  5% 
 
Notes 
 
ALS uses 1 µl injection volume as default. 
 
HS uses 1000 µl injection volume as default. 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

Area Carry Over: 1% 
 
Notes 
 
For an ALS, test requires a column. For an HSS/FID, you can still use the retention gap. 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

SS, PP, PTV 
Accuracy: 10°C 
 
OC 
Accuracy: 15°C 
 
Detectors 
Accuracy: 15°C  
 
Notes 
 
Due to the risk of radioactive contamination, electron capture detectors are excluded from this test. 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

Maximum Abundance:  ≥ 20,000 counts 
 
 

 

Configuration-Specific Limits 

RFPA Voltage:  ≤ 1100 mV 
Drift in 5 minutes:  ≤ 100 mV 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

None 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Configuration-Specific Limits 

None 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

None 
 
 

 

Configuration-Specific Limits 

MSD – PCI using CH4 
 
5973A 
Signal to Noise: 75 
 

5975A 
Signal to Noise:  125 
 

5973N 
Signal to Noise: 75 
 

5975B 
Signal to Noise: 125 (turbo pump) 
 

5973Inert 
Signal to Noise:  75 
 

5975C 
Signal to Noise: 125 (turbo pump - 
He) 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

MSD – NCI using CH4 

 

5973A 
Signal to Noise: 500 
 

5975A 
Signal to Noise: 300 
 

5973N 
Signal to Noise: 500 
 

5975B 
Signal to Noise: 300 (turbo pump) 
 

5973Inert 
Signal to Noise: 500 

5975C 
Signal to Noise: 600 (turbo pump - He) 

 

 

Configuration-Specific Limits 

None 
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Configuration-Specific Limits 

None 
 
 

 

Configuration-Specific Limits 

Response Linearity is offered only for FID. The limits are the same for all inlet and injectors. 
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Enterprise Edition Compliance Services

Section 2: Report Definition

Document Revision A.01.50 Software Release A.01.50

Report Definition Name: Std Full Report Definition

Creation Date: April 2007

Report Definition Comments: This is the fixed standard report format.

Purpose

This section allows you to define the required format of a Qualification Report. You can specify the level of company
details, test script details, and appendices to include, and you can also specify names for test limits and statuses.
Specifying names is optional: it allows you to tailor our default names to match company glossaries and usage.

This information will be applied to all Qualification Reports with the same Report Definition Name in this EQP.

Limit Names

The pass/fail status for each test is based on a one- or two-limit model for evaluating limits. You can specify the
number of limits as well as their values.

However, Agilent recommends that you use a one-limit model based on Agilent recommended limits. For other
models, individual test results will indicate if a pass/fail was caused by a user-specified limit that was more/less
stringent than the Agilent recommended limit. If a test fails a more stringent limit, Agilent reserves the right to refuse
entitled repairs. If a test passes a less stringent limit, those results may not be meaningful.

Default Names and Descriptions User-Specified Limit Names

Limit 1: This name describes the Limit 1 selectable value. If a two-limit
evaluation model is used, this limit should be the more stringent
requirement.

User Limit

Limit 2: This name describes the Limit 2 selectable value. If a two-limit
evaluation model is used, this limit should be the less stringent
requirement.

Manufacturer Limit

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

© 2005-2007 by Agilent Technologies
Section Page 1 / 2
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Enterprise Edition Compliance Services

Status Names

Default Names and Descriptions User-Specified Status Names

Pass: If test result meets applicable limit(s), report test status as:
PASS

Pass Recommended Limit Only: If test result meets less (but not more)
stringent user limit, report test status as:

PASS recommended limit only

Fail: If test result does not meet applicable limit(s), report test status
as:

FAIL

Report Format

Cover Include in report

Report Details Include in report

Concise Revision History Include in report

Detailed Revision History Do not include in report

Scope and Purpose Include in report

Glossary Include in report

Qualification Details Include in report

Instrument Details Include in report

Protocol, Materials, and Calibrated Tool Details Include in report

General Procedure Include in report

Calculation Formulas Include in report

Test Summary Include in report

Declaration of Change Control Include in report

Regulatory Disclaimer Include in report

Tests Include in report

Attachments Include in report

________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

© 2005-2007 by Agilent Technologies
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	%gc_testspec_nam_hdr%: Section 1: Test Specification
	%gc_testspec_doc_revision_val%: Document Revision A.01.50
	%software_release_val%: Software Release A.01.50
	%qual_typ_nam%: Technique Type:
	%qual_typ%: [GC - Operational Qualification]
	%test_config_nam%: Test Specification Name:
	%test_config%: N/A - to view pull-down menus in A.01.50 click arrows to right of boxes ^
	%test_date_nam%: Creation Date:
	%test_date%: N/A
	%test_com_nam%: Test Specification Comments:
	%test_com%: Use this 'live' form to view all the possible User Selectable settings for each test as in a "Customer-configured EQP"
	%purpose_heading%: Purpose
	%gc_testspec_purpose%: This section allows you to define and record a suite of tests, setpoints, and limits. Default settings are the Agilent Technologies recommended limits and setpoints. The default settings, including dual limits, can be changed to meet user requirements. Use the Customer Reference field to document external user specifications and/or test and limit rationale.
	%gc_test99_nam%: Repair Record
	%gc_test99_run%: [1]
	%test201_nam%: Expected Results
	%test201_run%: [1]
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_1%: 1 / 35
	%eecs_header%: Enterprise Edition Compliance Services
	%basic_nam%: System Inspection and Basic Safety and Operation
	%basic_description%: This test verifies that the GC is correctly installed and connected.
	%basic_run%: [1]
	%basic_safety_ref%: Not specified
	%temp_nam%: GC Oven Temperature Accuracy and Stability
	%temp_description%: This test uses a calibrated digital thermometer to determine temperature accuracy and stability.
	%run_test_nam%: Run the test?:
	%temp_run%: [1]
	%customer_ref_nam%: Customer Reference:
	%temp_ref%: Not specified
	%temp_set1_nam%: Temperature 1:
	%temp_set1_val%: [60.0]
	%temp_set1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.0]
	%temp_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.0]
	%temp_set1_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint (in K)
	%temp_set2_nam%: Temperature 2:
	%temp_set2_val%: [250.0]
	%temp_set2_dim1%: °C
	%temp_set2_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%limita%: (Limit 1:)
	%temp_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_set2_lim1_val1a%: [1.0]
	%limitb%: (Limit 2:)
	%temp_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_set2_lim1_val1b%: [1.0]
	%temp_set2_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint (in K)
	%temp_set2_res2_nam%: Stability
	%temp_set2_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_set2_lim2_val1a%: [0.5]
	%temp_set2_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_set2_lim2_val1b%: [0.5]
	%temp_set2_res2_dim1%: °C
	%temp_set2_res2_limit_default%: 
	%line_ftr%: ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
	%footer_copyright_nam_eqp%: © 2005-2007 by Agilent Technologies
	%section_page_heading%: Section Page
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_2%: 2 / 35
	%temp_hs_nam%: Headspace Heated Zones Temperature Accuracy
	%temp_hs_description%: This test uses a calibrated digital thermometer to determine temperature accuracy.
	%temp_hs_run%: [0]
	%temp_hs_ref%: Not specified
	%temp_hs_zone1_nam%: Zone 1:
	%temp_hs_zone1%: [(Select an item)]
	%temp_hs_set1_nam%: Zone 1 Temperature:
	%temp_hs_set1_val%: [100.0]
	%temp_hs_set1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_hs_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_hs_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_hs_set1_lim1_val1a%: [4]
	%temp_hs_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_hs_set1_lim1_val1b%: [4]
	%temp_hs_set1_res1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_hs_zone2_nam%: Zone 2:
	%temp_hs_zone2%: [(Select an item)]
	%temp_hs_set2_nam%: Zone 2 Temperature:
	%temp_hs_set2_val%: [(Select an item)]
	%temp_hs_set2_dim1%: °C
	%temp_hs_set2_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_hs_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_hs_set2_lim1_val1a%: [4]
	%temp_hs_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_hs_set2_lim1_val1b%: [4]
	%temp_hs_set2_res1_dim1%: °C
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_3%: 3 / 35
	%leak1_nam%: Inlet Pressure Decay (Channel 1)
	%leak1_description%: This test demonstrates the pressure integrity of the GC inlet.
	%leak1_run%: [1]
	%leak1_ref%: Not specified
	%leak1_incl_nam%: Is headspace part of flow path?
	%leak1_incl%: [No]
	%leak1_set1_nam%: HSS Valve Position:
	%leak1_set1_val%: [Not applicable]
	%leak1_set1_res1_nam%: Pressure Drop
	%leak1_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%leak1_set1_lim1_val1a%: [2.0]
	%leak1_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%leak1_set1_lim1_val1b%: [2.0]
	%leak1_set1_res1_dim1%: psi/5 minutes
	%leak1_set2_nam%: HSS Valve Position:
	%leak1_set2_val%: [Not applicable]
	%leak1_set2_res1_nam%: Pressure Drop
	%leak1_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%leak1_set2_lim1_val1a%: [2.0]
	%leak1_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%leak1_set2_lim1_val1b%: [2.0]
	%leak1_set2_res1_dim1%: psi/5 minutes
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_4%: 4 / 35
	%press1_nam%: Inlet Pressure Accuracy (Channel 1)
	%press1_description%: This test demonstrates the pressure integrity of the GC inlet.
	%press1_run%: [1]
	%press1_ref%: Not specified
	%press1_set1_nam%: Inlet Pressure:
	%press1_set1_val%: [25.0]
	%press1_set1_dim1%: psi
	%press1_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%press1_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%press1_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.2]
	%press1_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%press1_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.2]
	%press1_set1_res1_dim1%: psi
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_5%: 5 / 35
	%flow1_nam%: Detector Flow Accuracy (Channel 1)
	%flow1_description%: Detector flow accuracy is determined by measuring the flows with a calibrated mass flowmeter and comparing them to the test setpoints and the values displayed by the GC (if applicable).If the detector being qualified is an NPD, you can skip this test. To accurately measure NPD detector gas flow, you must disassemble the detector. Because disassembling and reassembling the detector can change its performance, flow accuracy is verified by the Signal Noise and Drift and Signal to Noise tests.
	%flow1_run%: [1]
	%flow1_ref%: Not specified
	%flow1_det_type_nam%: Detector:
	%flow1_det_type_val%: [4]
	%flow1_flow1_type_nam%: Flow 1 Type:
	%flow1_flow1_type_val%: [Fuel]
	%flow1_set1_nam%: Flow Rate:
	%flow1_set1_val%: 30
	%flow1_set1_dim1%: ml/minute
	%flow1_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%flow1_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%flow1_set1_lim1_val1a%: [10.0]
	%flow1_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%flow1_set1_lim1_val1b%: [10.0]
	%flow1_set1_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint*
	%flow1_flow2_type_nam%: Flow 2 Type:
	%flow1_flow2_type_val%: [Makeup]
	%flow1_set2_nam%: Flow Rate:
	%flow1_set2_val%: 25
	%flow1_set2_dim1%: ml/minute
	%flow1_set2_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%flow1_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%flow1_set2_lim1_val1a%: [10.0]
	%flow1_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%flow1_set2_lim1_val1b%: [10.0]
	%flow1_set2_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint*
	%flow1_flow3_type_nam%: Flow 3 Type:
	%flow1_flow3_type_val%: [Oxidizer]
	%flow1_set3_nam%: Flow Rate:
	%flow1_set3_val%: 400
	%flow1_set3_dim1%: ml/minute
	%flow1_set3_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%flow1_set3_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%flow1_set3_lim1_val1a%: [10.0]
	%flow1_set3_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%flow1_set3_lim1_val1b%: [10.0]
	%flow1_set3_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint*
	%flow1_dim_note%: * Specified % of setpoint or 0.5 ml/minute, whichever is largest.
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_6%: 6 / 35
	%nd1_nam%: Signal Noise and Drift (Channel 1)
	%nd1_description%: This test determines signal noise and drift. The base signal is recorded at the beginning of the test, signal noise is calculated as the average peak-to-peak noise in a number of signal segments, and signal drift is calculated as the slope of the linear regression for the signal.
	%nd1_run%: [1]
	%nd1_ref%: Not specified
	%nd1_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%nd1_set1_val%: [4]
	%nd1_set1_res1_nam%: Noise
	%nd1_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%nd1_set1_lim1_val1a%: [0.1]
	%nd1_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%nd1_set1_lim1_val1b%: [0.1]
	%nd1_set1_res1_dim1%: (units)
	%nd1_set1_res2_nam%: Drift
	%nd1_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%nd1_set1_lim2_val1a%: [2.5]
	%nd1_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%nd1_set1_lim2_val1b%: [2.5]
	%nd1_set1_res2_dim1%: (units)
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_7%: 7 / 35
	%sn1_nam%: Signal to Noise (Channel 1)
	%sn1_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine signal to noise.
	%sn1_run%: [1]
	%sn1_ref%: Not specified
	%sn1_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%sn1_set1_val%: [4]
	%sn1_set1_res1_nam%: Signal to Noise
	%sn1_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%sn1_set1_lim1_val1a%: [300000]
	%sn1_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%sn1_set1_lim1_val1b%: [300000]
	%ip1_nam%: Injection Precision (Channel 1)
	%ip1_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine injection precision.
	%ip1_run%: [1]
	%ip1_ref%: Not specified
	%ip1_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%ip1_detector_wl_val1%: [4]
	%ip1_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%ip1_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%ip1_set1_dim1%: ul
	%ip1_set1_res1_nam%: Retention Time RSD:
	%ip1_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip1_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.00]
	%ip1_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip1_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.00]
	%ip1_set1_res1_dim1%: %
	%ip1_set1_res2_nam%: Area RSD
	%ip1_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip1_set1_lim2_val1a%: [3.00]
	%ip1_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip1_set1_lim2_val1b%: [3.00]
	%ip1_set1_res2_dim1%: %
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_8%: 8 / 35
	%co1_nam%: Injection Carry Over (Additional Test, Channel 1)
	%co1_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine injection carry over.
	%co1_run%: [0]
	%co1_ref%: Not specified
	%co1_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%co1_detector_wl_val1%: [4]
	%co1_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%co1_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%co1_set1_dim1%: ul
	%co1_set1_res1_nam%: Area Carry Over
	%co1_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%co1_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.00]
	%co1_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%co1_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.00]
	%co1_set1_res1_dim1%: %
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_9%: 9 / 35
	%temp_gc1_nam%: GC Heated Zones Temperature Accuracy (Additional Test, Channel 1)
	%temp_gc1_description%: This test uses a calibrated digital thermometer to determine temperature accuracy.
	%temp_gc1_run%: [0]
	%temp_gc1_ref%: Not specified
	%temp_gc1_set1_nam%: Inlet Temperature:
	%temp_gc1_set1_val%: [250.0]
	%temp_gc1_set1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_gc1_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_gc1_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_gc1_set1_lim1_val1a%: [10]
	%temp_gc1_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_gc1_set1_lim1_val1b%: [10]
	%temp_gc1_set1_res1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_gc1_set2_nam%: Detector Temperature:
	%temp_gc1_set2_val%: [300.0]
	%temp_gc1_set2_dim1%: °C
	%temp_gc1_set2_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_gc1_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_gc1_set2_lim1_val1a%: [15]
	%temp_gc1_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_gc1_set2_lim1_val1b%: [15]
	%temp_gc1_set2_res1_dim1%: °C
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_10%: 10 / 35
	%leak2_nam%: Inlet Pressure Decay (Channel 2)
	%leak2_description%: This test demonstrates the pressure integrity of the GC inlet.
	%leak2_run%: [1]
	%leak2_ref%: Not specified
	%leak2_incl_nam%: Is headspace part of flow path?
	%leak2_incl%: [No]
	%leak2_set1_nam%: HSS Valve Position:
	%leak2_set1_val%: [Not applicable]
	%leak2_set1_res1_nam%: Pressure Drop
	%leak2_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%leak2_set1_lim1_val1a%: [2.0]
	%leak2_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%leak2_set1_lim1_val1b%: [2.0]
	%leak2_set1_res1_dim1%: psi/5 minutes
	%leak2_set2_nam%: HSS Valve Position:
	%leak2_set2_val%: [Not applicable]
	%leak2_set2_res1_nam%: Pressure Drop
	%leak2_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%leak2_set2_lim1_val1a%: [2.0]
	%leak2_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%leak2_set2_lim1_val1b%: [2.0]
	%leak2_set2_res1_dim1%: psi/5 minutes
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_11%: 11 / 35
	%press2_nam%: Inlet Pressure Accuracy (Channel 2)
	%press2_description%: This test demonstrates the pressure integrity of the GC inlet.
	%press2_run%: [1]
	%press2_ref%: Not specified
	%press2_set1_nam%: Inlet Pressure:
	%press2_set1_val%: [25.0]
	%press2_set1_dim1%: psi
	%press2_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%press2_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%press2_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.2]
	%press2_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%press2_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.2]
	%press2_set1_res1_dim1%: psi
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_12%: 12 / 35
	%flow2_nam%: Detector Flow Accuracy (Channel 2)
	%flow2_description%: Detector flow accuracy is determined by measuring the flows with a calibrated mass flowmeter and comparing them to the test setpoints and the values displayed by the GC (if applicable).If the detector being qualified is an NPD, you can skip this test. To accurately measure NPD detector gas flow, you must disassemble the detector. Because disassembling and reassembling the detector can change its performance, flow accuracy is verified by the Signal Noise and Drift and Signal to Noise tests.
	%flow2_run%: [1]
	%flow2_ref%: Not specified
	%flow2_det_type_nam%: Detector:
	%flow2_det_type_val%: [5]
	%flow2_flow1_type_nam%: Flow 1 Type:
	%flow2_flow1_type_val%: [Reference]
	%flow2_set1_nam%: Flow Rate:
	%flow2_set1_val%: 30
	%flow2_set1_dim1%: ml/minute
	%flow2_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%flow2_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%flow2_set1_lim1_val1a%: [10.0]
	%flow2_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%flow2_set1_lim1_val1b%: [10.0]
	%flow2_set1_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint*
	%flow2_flow2_type_nam%: Flow 2 Type:
	%flow2_flow2_type_val%: [Makeup]
	%flow2_set2_nam%: Flow Rate:
	%flow2_set2_val%: 2
	%flow2_set2_dim1%: ml/minute
	%flow2_set2_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%flow2_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%flow2_set2_lim1_val1a%: [10.0]
	%flow2_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%flow2_set2_lim1_val1b%: [10.0]
	%flow2_set2_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint*
	%flow2_flow3_type_nam%: Flow 3 Type:
	%flow2_flow3_type_val%: [Not applicable]
	%flow2_set3_nam%: Flow Rate:
	%flow2_set3_val%: 
	%flow2_set3_dim1%: ml/minute
	%flow2_set3_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%flow2_set3_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%flow2_set3_lim1_val1a%: [10.0]
	%flow2_set3_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%flow2_set3_lim1_val1b%: [10.0]
	%flow2_set3_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint*
	%flow2_dim_note%: * Specified % of setpoint or 0.5 ml/minute, whichever is largest.
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	%nd2_nam%: Signal Noise and Drift (Channel 2)
	%nd2_description%: This test determines signal noise and drift. The base signal is recorded at the beginning of the test, signal noise is calculated as the average peak-to-peak noise in a number of signal segments, and signal drift is calculated as the slope of the linear regression for the signal.
	%nd2_run%: [1]
	%nd2_ref%: Not specified
	%nd2_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%nd2_set1_val%: [5]
	%nd2_set1_res1_nam%: Noise
	%nd2_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%nd2_set1_lim1_val1a%: [0.15]
	%nd2_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%nd2_set1_lim1_val1b%: [0.15]
	%nd2_set1_res1_dim1%: (units)
	%nd2_set1_res2_nam%: Drift
	%nd2_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%nd2_set1_lim2_val1a%: [2.20]
	%nd2_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%nd2_set1_lim2_val1b%: [2.20]
	%nd2_set1_res2_dim1%: (units)
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_14%: 14 / 35
	%sn2_nam%: Signal to Noise (Channel 2)
	%sn2_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine signal to noise.
	%sn2_run%: [1]
	%sn2_ref%: Not specified
	%sn2_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%sn2_set1_val%: [5]
	%sn2_set1_res1_nam%: Signal to Noise
	%sn2_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%sn2_set1_lim1_val1a%: [100]
	%sn2_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%sn2_set1_lim1_val1b%: [100]
	%ip2_nam%: Injection Precision (Channel 2)
	%ip2_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine injection precision.
	%ip2_run%: [1]
	%ip2_ref%: Not specified
	%ip2_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%ip2_detector_wl_val1%: [5]
	%ip2_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%ip2_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%ip2_set1_dim1%: ul
	%ip2_set1_res1_nam%: Retention Time RSD:
	%ip2_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip2_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.00]
	%ip2_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip2_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.00]
	%ip2_set1_res1_dim1%: %
	%ip2_set1_res2_nam%: Area RSD
	%ip2_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip2_set1_lim2_val1a%: [3.00]
	%ip2_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip2_set1_lim2_val1b%: [3.00]
	%ip2_set1_res2_dim1%: %
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_15%: 15 / 35
	%co2_nam%: Injection Carry Over (Additional Test, Channel 2)
	%co2_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine injection carry over.
	%co2_run%: [0]
	%co2_ref%: Not specified
	%co2_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%co2_detector_wl_val1%: [5]
	%co2_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%co2_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%co2_set1_dim1%: ul
	%co2_set1_res1_nam%: Area Carry Over
	%co2_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%co2_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.00]
	%co2_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%co2_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.00]
	%co2_set1_res1_dim1%: %
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_16%: 16 / 35
	%temp_gc2_nam%: GC Heated Zones Temperature Accuracy (Additional Test, Channel 2)
	%temp_gc2_description%: This test uses a calibrated digital thermometer to determine temperature accuracy.
	%temp_gc2_run%: [0]
	%temp_gc2_ref%: Not specified
	%temp_gc2_set1_nam%: Inlet Temperature:
	%temp_gc2_set1_val%: [250.0]
	%temp_gc2_set1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_gc2_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_gc2_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_gc2_set1_lim1_val1a%: [10]
	%temp_gc2_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_gc2_set1_lim1_val1b%: [10]
	%temp_gc2_set1_res1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_gc2_set2_nam%: Detector Temperature:
	%temp_gc2_set2_val%: [300.0]
	%temp_gc2_set2_dim1%: °C
	%temp_gc2_set2_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_gc2_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_gc2_set2_lim1_val1a%: [15]
	%temp_gc2_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_gc2_set2_lim1_val1b%: [15]
	%temp_gc2_set2_res1_dim1%: °C
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_17%: 17 / 35
	%leak3_nam%: Inlet Pressure Decay (Channel 3)
	%leak3_description%: This test demonstrates the pressure integrity of the GC inlet.
	%leak3_run%: [0]
	%leak3_ref%: Not specified
	%leak3_incl_nam%: Is headspace part of flow path?
	%leak3_incl%: [No]
	%leak3_set1_nam%: HSS Valve Position:
	%leak3_set1_val%: [Not applicable]
	%leak3_set1_res1_nam%: Pressure Drop
	%leak3_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%leak3_set1_lim1_val1a%: [2.0]
	%leak3_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%leak3_set1_lim1_val1b%: [2.0]
	%leak3_set1_res1_dim1%: psi/5 minutes
	%leak3_set2_nam%: HSS Valve Position:
	%leak3_set2_val%: [Not applicable]
	%leak3_set2_res1_nam%: Pressure Drop
	%leak3_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%leak3_set2_lim1_val1a%: [2.0]
	%leak3_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%leak3_set2_lim1_val1b%: [2.0]
	%leak3_set2_res1_dim1%: psi/5 minutes
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_18%: 18 / 35
	%press3_nam%: Inlet Pressure Accuracy (Channel 3)
	%press3_description%: This test demonstrates the pressure integrity of the GC inlet.
	%press3_run%: [0]
	%press3_ref%: Not specified
	%press3_set1_nam%: Inlet Pressure:
	%press3_set1_val%: [25.0]
	%press3_set1_dim1%: psi
	%press3_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%press3_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%press3_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.2]
	%press3_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%press3_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.2]
	%press3_set1_res1_dim1%: psi
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_19%: 19 / 35
	%flow3_nam%: Detector Flow Accuracy (Channel 3)
	%flow3_description%: Detector flow accuracy is determined by measuring the flows with a calibrated mass flowmeter and comparing them to the test setpoints and the values displayed by the GC (if applicable).If the detector being qualified is an NPD, you can skip this test. To accurately measure NPD detector gas flow, you must disassemble the detector. Because disassembling and reassembling the detector can change its performance, flow accuracy is verified by the Signal Noise and Drift and Signal to Noise tests.
	%flow3_run%: [0]
	%flow3_ref%: Not specified
	%flow3_det_type_nam%: Detector:
	%flow3_det_type_val%: [(Select an item)]
	%flow3_flow1_type_nam%: Flow 1 Type:
	%flow3_flow1_type_val%: [(Select an item)]
	%flow3_set1_nam%: Flow Rate:
	%flow3_set1_val%: 
	%flow3_set1_dim1%: ml/minute
	%flow3_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%flow3_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%flow3_set1_lim1_val1a%: [10.0]
	%flow3_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%flow3_set1_lim1_val1b%: [10.0]
	%flow3_set1_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint*
	%flow3_flow2_type_nam%: Flow 2 Type:
	%flow3_flow2_type_val%: [(Select an item)]
	%flow3_set2_nam%: Flow Rate:
	%flow3_set2_val%: 
	%flow3_set2_dim1%: ml/minute
	%flow3_set2_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%flow3_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%flow3_set2_lim1_val1a%: [10.0]
	%flow3_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%flow3_set2_lim1_val1b%: [10.0]
	%flow3_set2_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint*
	%flow3_flow3_type_nam%: Flow 3 Type:
	%flow3_flow3_type_val%: [(Select an item)]
	%flow3_set3_nam%: Flow Rate:
	%flow3_set3_val%: 
	%flow3_set3_dim1%: ml/minute
	%flow3_set3_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%flow3_set3_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%flow3_set3_lim1_val1a%: [10.0]
	%flow3_set3_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%flow3_set3_lim1_val1b%: [10.0]
	%flow3_set3_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint*
	%flow3_dim_note%: * Specified % of setpoint or 0.5 ml/minute, whichever is largest.
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_20%: 20 / 35
	%nd3_nam%: Signal Noise and Drift (Channel 3)
	%nd3_description%: This test determines signal noise and drift. The base signal is recorded at the beginning of the test, signal noise is calculated as the average peak-to-peak noise in a number of signal segments, and signal drift is calculated as the slope of the linear regression for the signal.
	%nd3_run%: [0]
	%nd3_ref%: Not specified
	%nd3_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%nd3_set1_val%: [(Select an item)]
	%nd3_set1_res1_nam%: Noise
	%nd3_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%nd3_set1_lim1_val1a%: [0.10]
	%nd3_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%nd3_set1_lim1_val1b%: [0.30]
	%nd3_set1_res1_dim1%: (units)
	%nd3_set1_res2_nam%: Drift
	%nd3_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%nd3_set1_lim2_val1a%: [2.50]
	%nd3_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%nd3_set1_lim2_val1b%: [2.50]
	%nd3_set1_res2_dim1%: (units)
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_21%: 21 / 35
	%sn3_nam%: Signal to Noise (Channel 3)
	%sn3_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine signal to noise.
	%sn3_run%: [0]
	%sn3_ref%: Not specified
	%sn3_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%sn3_set1_val%: [(Select an item)]
	%sn3_set1_res1_nam%: Signal to Noise
	%sn3_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%sn3_set1_lim1_val1a%: [300000]
	%sn3_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%sn3_set1_lim1_val1b%: [300000]
	%ip3_nam%: Injection Precision (Channel 3)
	%ip3_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine injection precision.
	%ip3_run%: [0]
	%ip3_ref%: Not specified
	%ip3_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%ip3_detector_wl_val1%: [(Select an item)]
	%ip3_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%ip3_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%ip3_set1_dim1%: ul
	%ip3_set1_res1_nam%: Retention Time RSD:
	%ip3_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip3_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.00]
	%ip3_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip3_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.00]
	%ip3_set1_res1_dim1%: %
	%ip3_set1_res2_nam%: Area RSD
	%ip3_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip3_set1_lim2_val1a%: [3.00]
	%ip3_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip3_set1_lim2_val1b%: [3.00]
	%ip3_set1_res2_dim1%: %
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	%co3_nam%: Injection Carry Over (Additional Test, Channel 3)
	%co3_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine injection carry over.
	%co3_run%: [0]
	%co3_ref%: Not specified
	%co3_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%co3_detector_wl_val1%: [(Select an item)]
	%co3_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%co3_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%co3_set1_dim1%: ul
	%co3_set1_res1_nam%: Area Carry Over
	%co3_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%co3_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.00]
	%co3_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%co3_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.00]
	%co3_set1_res1_dim1%: %
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_23%: 23 / 35
	%temp_gc3_nam%: GC Heated Zones Temperature Accuracy (Additional Test, Channel 3)
	%temp_gc3_description%: This test uses a calibrated digital thermometer to determine temperature accuracy.
	%temp_gc3_run%: [0]
	%temp_gc3_ref%: Not specified
	%temp_gc3_set1_nam%: Inlet Temperature:
	%temp_gc3_set1_val%: [250.0]
	%temp_gc3_set1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_gc3_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_gc3_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_gc3_set1_lim1_val1a%: [10]
	%temp_gc3_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_gc3_set1_lim1_val1b%: [10]
	%temp_gc3_set1_res1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_gc3_set2_nam%: Detector Temperature:
	%temp_gc3_set2_val%: [300.0]
	%temp_gc3_set2_dim1%: °C
	%temp_gc3_set2_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_gc3_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_gc3_set2_lim1_val1a%: [15]
	%temp_gc3_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_gc3_set2_lim1_val1b%: [15]
	%temp_gc3_set2_res1_dim1%: °C
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	%sn4_nam%: Signal to Noise (Channel 4)
	%sn4_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine signal to noise.
	%sn4_run%: [0]
	%sn4_ref%: Not specified
	%sn4_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%sn4_set1_val%: [(Select an item)]
	%sn4_set1_res1_nam%: Signal to Noise
	%sn4_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%sn4_set1_lim1_val1a%: [300000]
	%sn4_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%sn4_set1_lim1_val1b%: [300000]
	%ip4_nam%: Injection Precision (Channel 4)
	%ip4_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine injection precision.
	%ip4_run%: [0]
	%ip4_ref%: Not specified
	%ip4_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%ip4_detector_wl_val1%: [(Select an item)]
	%ip4_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%ip4_set1_val%: [20]
	%ip4_set1_dim1%: ul
	%ip4_set1_res1_nam%: Retention Time RSD:
	%ip4_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip4_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.00]
	%ip4_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip4_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.00]
	%ip4_set1_res1_dim1%: %
	%ip4_set1_res2_nam%: Area RSD
	%ip4_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip4_set1_lim2_val1a%: [3.00]
	%ip4_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip4_set1_lim2_val1b%: [3.00]
	%ip4_set1_res2_dim1%: %
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	%sn5_nam%: Signal to Noise (Channel 5)
	%sn5_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine signal to noise.
	%sn5_run%: [0]
	%sn5_ref%: Not specified
	%sn5_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%sn5_set1_val%: [(Select an item)]
	%sn5_set1_res1_nam%: Signal to Noise
	%sn5_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%sn5_set1_lim1_val1a%: [300000]
	%sn5_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%sn5_set1_lim1_val1b%: [300000]
	%ip5_nam%: Injection Precision (Channel 5)
	%ip5_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine injection precision.
	%ip5_run%: [0]
	%ip5_ref%: Not specified
	%ip5_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%ip5_detector_wl_val1%: [(Select an item)]
	%ip5_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%ip5_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%ip5_set1_dim1%: ul
	%ip5_set1_res1_nam%: Retention Time RSD:
	%ip5_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip5_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.00]
	%ip5_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip5_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.00]
	%ip5_set1_res1_dim1%: %
	%ip5_set1_res2_nam%: Area RSD
	%ip5_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%ip5_set1_lim2_val1a%: [3.00]
	%ip5_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%ip5_set1_lim2_val1b%: [3.00]
	%ip5_set1_res2_dim1%: %
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	%log_amp_nam%: Log Amp
	%log_amp_description%: This test evaluates the performance of the mass spec's log amp. It verifies operation of the log amp and functionality of the main board, GPIB/control card or LAN/control card, and the customer data station.
	%log_amp_run%: [0]
	%log_amp_ref%: Not specified
	%log_amp_set1_res1_nam%: Maximum Abundance
	%log_amp_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%log_amp_set1_lim1_val1a%: [20000]
	%log_amp_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%log_amp_set1_lim1_val1b%: [20000]
	%log_amp_set1_res1_dim1%: counts
	%rfpa_nam%: RFPA
	%rfpa_description%: This test verifies the stability of the optimized voltage.
	%rfpa_run%: [0]
	%rfpa_ref%: Not specified
	%rfpa_set1_nam%: Amu:
	%rfpa_set1_val%: [1050]
	%rfpa_set1_dim1%: m/z
	%rfpa_set1_res1_nam%: RFPA Voltage:
	%rfpa_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%rfpa_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1100]
	%rfpa_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%rfpa_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1100]
	%rfpa_set1_res1_dim1%: mV
	%rfpa_set1_res2_nam%: Drift in 5 minutes:
	%rfpa_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%rfpa_set1_lim2_val1a%: [100]
	%rfpa_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%rfpa_set1_lim2_val1b%: [100]
	%rfpa_set1_res2_dim1%: mV
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	%tune_ei_nam%: Tune (EI)
	%tune_ei_description%: This procedure uses a traceable standard to evaluate the performance of the MSD system using the EI source.
	%tune_ei_run%: [0]
	%tune_ei_ref%: Not specified
	%tune_pci_nam%: Tune (PCI)
	%tune_pci_description%: This procedure uses a traceable standard to evaluate the performance of the MSD system using the CI source in positive mode.
	%tune_pci_run%: [0]
	%tune_pci_ref%: Not specified
	%tune_nci_nam%: Tune (NCI)
	%tune_nci_description%: This procedure uses a traceable standard to evaluate the performance of the MSD system using the CI source in negative mode.
	%tune_nci_run%: [0]
	%tune_nci_ref%: Not specified
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	%sn6_nam%: Signal to Noise (PCI)
	%sn6_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine signal to noise.
	%sn6_run%: [0]
	%sn6_ref%: Not specified
	%sn6_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%sn6_set1_val%: [12]
	%sn6_set1_res1_nam%: Signal to Noise
	%sn6_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%sn6_set1_lim1_val1a%: [75]
	%sn6_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%sn6_set1_lim1_val1b%: [75]
	%sn7_nam%: Signal to Noise (NCI)
	%sn7_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine signal to noise.
	%sn7_run%: [0]
	%sn7_ref%: Not specified
	%sn7_set1_nam%: Detector:
	%sn7_set1_val%: [12]
	%sn7_set1_res1_nam%: Signal to Noise
	%sn7_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%sn7_set1_lim1_val1a%: [600]
	%sn7_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%sn7_set1_lim1_val1b%: [600]
	%gc_testspec_section_page_number_29%: 29 / 35
	%mratio_nam%: Mass Ratio Precision
	%mratio_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine the injection precision  and the mass fragment ratio precision.
	%mratio_run%: [0]
	%mratio_ref%: Not specified
	%mratio_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%mratio_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%mratio_set1_dim1%: ul
	%mratio_set1_res3_nam%: Mass Ratio RSD
	%mratio_set1_lim3_opr1a%: [<=]
	%mratio_set1_lim3_val1a%: [5.00]
	%mratio_set1_lim3_opr1b%: [<=]
	%mratio_set1_lim3_val1b%: [5.00]
	%mratio_set1_res3_dim1%: %
	%mratio_add_nam%: Mass Ratio Precision (Additional Sampler)
	%mratio_add_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine the injection precision  and the mass fragment ratio precision.
	%mratio_add_run%: [0]
	%mratio_add_ref%: Not specified
	%mratio_add_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%mratio_add_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%mratio_add_set1_dim1%: ul
	%mratio_add_set1_res3_nam%: Mass Ratio RSD
	%mratio_add_set1_lim3_opr1a%: [<=]
	%mratio_add_set1_lim3_val1a%: [5.00]
	%mratio_add_set1_lim3_opr1b%: [<=]
	%mratio_add_set1_lim3_val1b%: [5.00]
	%mratio_add_set1_res3_dim1%: %
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	%high_mass_nam%: High Mass Tune (EI)
	%high_mass_description%: This procedure uses a traceable standard to evaluate the performance of the MSD system using the EI source in the high-mass range.
	%high_mass_run%: [0]
	%high_mass_ref%: Not specified
	%high_mass_set1_nam%: Amu:
	%high_mass_set1_val%: [1049]
	%high_mass_set1_dim1%: m/z
	%high_mass_set1_res1_nam%: Amu Offset Difference (Suggested - Current)
	%high_mass_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [+ -]
	%high_mass_set1_lim1_val1a%: [5.00]
	%high_mass_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [+ -]
	%high_mass_set1_lim1_val1b%: [5.00]
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	%temp_add_nam%: GC Oven Temperature Accuracy and Stability (Additional Setpoint)
	%temp_add_description%: This test uses a calibrated digital thermometer to determine temperature accuracy and stability.
	%temp_add_run%: [0]
	%temp_add_ref%: Not specified
	%temp_add_set1_nam%: Temperature 1:
	%temp_add_set1_val%: [100.0]
	%temp_add_set1_dim1%: °C
	%temp_add_set1_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_add_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_add_set1_lim1_val1a%: [1.0]
	%temp_add_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_add_set1_lim1_val1b%: [1.0]
	%temp_add_set1_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint (in K)
	%temp_add_set2_nam%: Temperature 2:
	%temp_add_set2_val%: [230.0]
	%temp_add_set2_dim1%: °C
	%temp_add_set2_res1_nam%: Accuracy
	%temp_add_set2_lim1_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_add_set2_lim1_val1a%: [1.0]
	%temp_add_set2_lim1_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_add_set2_lim1_val1b%: [1.0]
	%temp_add_set2_res1_dim1%: % of setpoint (in K)
	%temp_add_set2_res2_nam%: Stability
	%temp_add_set2_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%temp_add_set2_lim2_val1a%: [0.5]
	%temp_add_set2_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%temp_add_set2_lim2_val1b%: [0.5]
	%temp_add_set2_res2_dim1%: °C
	%temp_add_set2_res2_limit_default%: 
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	%rlin1_nam%: Response Linearity (Additional Test, Channel 1)
	%rlin1_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine response linearity.  
	%rlin1_run%: [0]
	%rlin1_ref%: Not specified
	%rlin1_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%rlin1_detector_wl_val1%: [4]
	%rlin1_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%rlin1_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%rlin1_set1_dim1%: ul
	%rlin1_set1_res1_nam%: Coefficient of Determination (r2)
	%rlin1_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%rlin1_set1_lim1_val1a%: [0.99900]
	%rlin1_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%rlin1_set1_lim1_val1b%: [0.99900]
	%rlin1_set1_res2_nam%: R/F Precision
	%rlin1_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
	%rlin1_set1_lim2_val1a%: [5.00]
	%rlin1_set1_lim2_opr1b%: [<=]
	%rlin1_set1_lim2_val1b%: [5.00]
	%rlin1_set1_res2_dim1%: %RSD
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	%rlin2_nam%: Response Linearity (Additional Test, Channel 2)
	%rlin2_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine response linearity.  
	%rlin2_run%: [0]
	%rlin2_ref%: Not specified
	%rlin2_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%rlin2_detector_wl_val1%: [4]
	%rlin2_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%rlin2_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%rlin2_set1_dim1%: ul
	%rlin2_set1_res1_nam%: Coefficient of Determination (r2)
	%rlin2_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%rlin2_set1_lim1_val1a%: [0.99900]
	%rlin2_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%rlin2_set1_lim1_val1b%: [0.99900]
	%rlin2_set1_res2_nam%: R/F Precision
	%rlin2_set1_lim2_opr1a%: [<=]
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	%rlin3_nam%: Response Linearity (Additional Test, Channel 3)
	%rlin3_description%: This test uses a traceable standard to determine response linearity.  
	%rlin3_run%: [0]
	%rlin3_ref%: Not specified
	%rlin3_detector_wl_nam%: Detector:
	%rlin3_detector_wl_val1%: [4]
	%rlin3_set1_nam%: Injection Volume On Column:
	%rlin3_set1_val%: [1.0]
	%rlin3_set1_dim1%: ul
	%rlin3_set1_res1_nam%: Coefficient of Determination (r2)
	%rlin3_set1_lim1_opr1a%: [>=]
	%rlin3_set1_lim1_val1a%: [0.99900]
	%rlin3_set1_lim1_opr1b%: [>=]
	%rlin3_set1_lim1_val1b%: [0.99900]
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